PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
JUMPSTART PROGRAM

Get your Check Point products up and running quickly and efficiently, maximizing your return-on-investment. With the Check Point Jumpstart Program it is easier than ever.

Our Professional Services consultant will provide you direct assistance to ensure successful security system implementation. The scope of the service is delivered via a six-phase methodology including: planning, design, installation and configuration, production implementation, post-cutover monitoring, and documentation.

SERVICE BENEFITS

- Shorten implementation time
- Maximize your return-on-investment
- Minimize errors and exposure
- Enable fast production functionality
- Expert guidance as we transfer our knowledge and skills to you
- JumpStart program includes travel expenses

SKU:

- CPTS-PRO-15K-16K-JS-1Y
- CPTS-PRO-23K-26K-JS-1Y
- CPTS-PRO-ENT-NGTP-JS-1Y
- CPTS-PRO-ENT-NGTX-JS-1Y
- CPTS-PRO-HE-DC-NGTP-JS-1Y
- CPTS-PRO-HE-DC-NGTX-JS-1Y

THE SERVICE

Planning and Design
Prior to actual production, our expert consultant sets up and configures a pre-production environment. The consultant then configures basic security policies on the new environment or imports existing configurations from the existing system.

Installation and Configuration
After validating the implementation procedure and creating a rollback plan, you will receive high-level instructions for restoring a system to its original configuration.

Implementation
Our consultant is there during product implementation, ensuring the most timely and efficient configuration according to the plan.

Monitoring
Our expert makes sure that the environment works well for you by monitoring as needed after the cutover window. If needed, the consultant troubleshoots any problems that may arise.

Knowledge Transfer
During the implementation, learn the new software version abilities and appliance setup, installation, and maintenance to ensure easy usage of the product.

Report and Follow Up
Get a report of activities delivered and actionable recommendations. Have questions about your implementation afterwards? Schedule an additional follow-up session with your consultant for any open issues and/or queries.

Learn More: To find out more, email us at ps@checkpoint.com.